Top authors in dermatology and beyond: A personal note

A few weeks, a friend of mine directed me to a paper in the Blue Journal, the Journal of the American Academy of Dermatology, and congratulated me: I was ranked in the paper among the first 25 top authors in Dermatology by career-long total citations 1996-2019.¹

I was incredulous and surprised, and still consider the ranking too generous, and not reflecting the actual merits of many authors not included in the list.

On the other hand, whatever the ranking was, the paper prompted me to some reflections on the role of research which I am willing to share with the readers of Dermatology Reports.

1. When confronted with uncertainties in clinical decisions, research implementation should represent the most normal way to practice medicine and to address unsolved questions. This was the valuable teaching of my mentor, Dr. Gianni Tognoni who considered clinical practice as the “natural laboratory” of any clinician.² It is a way of thinking promoted by giants in Medicine such as Claude Bernard, Archibald Cochrane and Thomas Chalmers.³-⁴ Even well documented case reports can help posing questions, laying the foundations for more structured research activities. A teaching example, is provided by the reporting of unexpected adverse events to newly introduced drugs which may generate signals to be explored by structured research methods.

2. Following from the above consideration, research activities should not be restricted to the academic world. I am not an academic dermatologist (one may well wonder why, see Kumar 2018⁶), but have been always practicing research. Clinical research is a matter of good hypotheses, organization, networking, and multidisciplinary collaboration. Many examples of excellent research papers come from non-academic dermatologists. In my opinion, one of the best clinical research setting in our discipline is the Research Unit of the Academia Española de Dermatología y Venereología which is not stricto sensu an academic milieu and is led by Dr. Ignacio Garcia Doval a clever and, as far as I know, a hospital dermatologist.⁷ In my opinion, there should be ways to promote research in clinical practice outside academic institutions, and to reward people dedicating time to research in such a context.

Our journal is run by the Italian Association of Hospital Dermatologists (ADOI), which is an organization mainly grouping non-academic hospital dermatologists. We should be able to promote a culture of research in our discipline with a strong foundation in clinical practice.

Looking forward to receiving your contributions!
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